Committed to Europe
The Telecom Framework Review
Spectrum management reform
Radio spectrum is a key and scarce resource for connectivity. The need for spectrum is driven by an
exponential increase in the volume of mobile data traffic. Therefore, the EU should develop a strategic plan to
make sufficient and appropriate spectrum available to meet increasing demand.
In this respect the European regulatory framework has played a generally positive role which could be
reinforced in the context of the telecom framework review.

The existing framework has been generally positive:







EC Harmonization Decisions identified spectrum bands for wireless broadband (WBB). These enabled
provision of mobile services and economies of scale;
RSPP1, the EU spectrum strategic plan, set
the goal of 1200 MHz for WBB by end
2015, which offered predictability for
operators to their investments;
Flexibility measures like technology neutrality
enabled gradual move to increasingly
modern technologies 2G, 3G and 4G
(spectrum refarming) and secondary
spectrum trading served as an additional
enabler of more efficient spectrum
management;
Governance structure of spectrum management with Source: Cisco VNI Mobile, 2015
distinctive roles of European Commission, RSPG2, CEPT3 and
Member States enabled delivery of the spectrum goals.

Despite these advantages, there are still shortcomings:
1. There is a need to increase the amount of harmonised spectrum available for wireless broadband to fulfil
the future spectrum demand for mobile services.
2. The telecom framework and its regulation have globally weakened the industry and contributed to its
fragmentation, with a strong risk of diminishing the benefits of a more coordinated spectrum allocation.
3. There are procedural deficiencies: the EU has fragmented spectrum allocation procedures and selection
criteria, different views on the rationale to be considered when fixing the spectrum fees, various
timetables and license durations. This contributed to slow deployment of modern wireless technologies
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and placed the EU behind major economies4. Licensing of the 800 MHz band for LTE services has
spanned more than six years creating a significant gap between the first and last Member States to have
the opportunity to rollout nationwide 4G services. Although the RSPP required January 1, 2013 as a
deadline, some Member States are still yet to finalize their 800 MHz awards.

Orange recommends the following approach to build-up the new Telecom Framework:
1. Keep most of the existing Framework as the basis of the new one, including the current EU spectrum
governance. The RSPG role could be extended.
2. Reorientation of the framework’s objectives towards contribution to economic development through
investment in connectivity.
3. Improving the regulatory predictability which increases efficiency and effectiveness of spectrum
management5:









EC coordinated and harmonized timing and guidelines for national spectrum allocation procedures,
based on well accepted criteria. Rules for spectrum allocation should be European and binding for
MS, but implementation should stay national for the time being.
General requirement of transparency along NRAs’ process preparing allocation and re-allocation of
spectrum bands.
Fees for rights of use for radio spectrum of all types are to be paid not more than one year before
operators can start using the radio spectrum.
Improvement of the national rules fixing the mobile spectrum fees.
Duration of the rights of use longer than 25 years.
General authorization regime for the deployment, connection and operation of small-area wireless
access points i.e. small cells.
New requirement for NRAs to carefully examine risks and means to mitigate interferences with
existing in-and out of band-users, prior to any spectrum band allocation.

The end goal of EU spectrum policy should be to create consistent and predictable regime for the allocation of
spectrum resources to mobile services. The current market and regulatory situation impedes investment,
innovation and rapid availability of spectrum for network deployment. Market players are not incentivized to
provide new and innovative uses, and are prevented from establishment of economically advantageous
wireless connectivity at EU scale for new digital services and applications - such as the Internet of Things,
connected vehicles or other connectivity-enabled products. Uncoordinated spectrum assignments in the EU
are holding back the Union’s potential to benefit from the advantages of wireless broadband and the digital
revolution.
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According to GSMA, at the end of 2014, after a decade of deployment, only 10% of connections in Europe were 4G. The United States has
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